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A dynamical approach for using the TN + XN aud N(e, tir) reactions to test the w
chiial constituent quark model is reviewed. Recent results for the A excitations and
predictions for t%tureexperiments are presented. It is shown that the polarization
ohservahles of tf(e,e’%) reactions are useful for investigating the NA integrations
which are crucial in exploring the A components in nuclei and the properti= of
A–rich systems created in relativistic heavy-ion COUMOXM.

1 Introduction

With the developmentsof new electron beam facilitiesand the associated so-
phisticateddetectors,the opportunitiesfor exploringthenonperturbative QCD
aspectsof hadron and nucleardynamics will be unprecedentedin the next few
years. In this talk, I will focus on two subjects that can be studied with the
BLAST at MIT-Bates. I will first discuss how to use the TN + TN and ‘
lV(e, e’n) reactionsto test the chid constituent quark model of hadron struc-
ture. I then will discusshow the d(e, e%) reaction cau be used to investigate
the NA interactionswhich are crucial in determining the A components in
nuclei and the properties of A-rich systems created in relativistic heavy-ion
COUMO- a subject of current interest.

All of the existingtheoretical studies of TN and TN reactionscan be clas-
sified into two differentformulations. The first one is the dispersion-relations
approach. In thisapproach, the dynamics is definedby imposing crossingsym-
metw, malyticity, high-energy behavior, and appropriate subtraction terms
on the reaction amplitudes. This approach was developed by Chew, Gold-
berger, Low and IVambdin 1950’s and has been revived recentlyby the Mainz
grouI?. The second formulation is based on effective lagrangians. Within this
framework,there are three differentapproaches. The first one is the K-matrix
approaclf which uses only the TN scattering phase shifts to account for the
TN finalstate interactions.The second one is the ChiralPerturbationTheor#
which is applicableonly at energiesnear the production thresholdand for low
momentum-transferprocesses. The third approachis the dynamical approaclf’
which is aimed at testing the QCD-based hadron structure models. In this
talk I will focus on the development of the dynamical approach and present
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our recent result#.

2 Dynamical Approach

The starting point of a dynamicalapproach is a hadron structurecalculation
whichpredicts the massesof the excited states(N”) of the nucleon. In practice,
thiscalculationcan be done accuratelyonly in the absenceof thecouplingswith
decay channels. These massesare therefore called the bare masseswhich do
not correspond to eitherthe resonancepositions of the ZN and -yN data or the
resonancepoles determinedin theempiricalamplitudeanalyses.At the present
time, the most complete baryon structure calculations are based on various
constituentquark model?’8’g. But the predictions from otherhadron structure
calculations,such as the Lattice QCD calculations, can also be identied with
the bare massesof the dynamicalapproach.

The next step is to introduce the couplings of these bare states with the
meson and photon fields. In the earl.kxstudies, the forms of these couplings
are chosen phenomenologicallyaccording to the observed symmetriessuch as
isospinconservation, chiralsymmetry,and gauge invariance.For somestarting
hadron models, such as the chiralbag model!4 or the chid constituentquark
mode~ls13we are going to discuss later, the couplings can be related to the
predicted quark substructureof N and N“ states.

In Ref!, we focus on the N + A transition. By includingthe interactions
with,n, p,w and T fields and appling a um.itarytransformation method, we
obtain an effective Hamiltonainfor describingthe mNscatteringand7N + nN
reactionsup to the A excitation energy region. It takesthe followingform:

wherethe tw~body interactionsVapare defined by the meson-exchangemech-
anisms. The bare massesfor defining the free Hamiltonian Ho and the bare
vertex interactions A + TN, TN are identified with the predictions from the
startinghadron structurecalculation.

It is straightforwardto derive from Eq.(1) the scattering amplitudesfor
TN + TN and 7N + TN reactions. The essential step is to apply the
standard projection operator technique of nuclear reaction theory 15. The
resultingscattering amplitudecan be cast into the following form

T.,p(l?) = ta,p(l?) + r=+A(E)GA(E)T’A-@3). (2)

The first term is the nonresonantamplitude determinedonly by the two-body
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meson-exchangeinteractions

txjv,x~(~) = VXN,XN + VxN,xNGxN(lZ)txN,xN(E), (3)

~7N,.N(E) = V7N,.N + V7N,XNGXN(~)&N,XN (E)t (4)

with

G%N(E) =
PXN

~- J??jv(k)– ~.(k) +k’

where PXN is the projection operator for the KN subspace.

(5)

The second term
of Eq. (2) is the resonantamplitude determined by the dressedA propagator
and the dressedvertex functions. They are defined by

GA(E) =
PA

E –ZJtA - 2A(E)’
(6)

and

rxIIf_jA(@ = r.N+A + ~.N,.N(~)G.N(~)r.N+A, (7)

r7N+A (E) = r.yN+A + V7N,.N(@G.N (@.N+A(@, (8)

where PA is the projection operator for the A state, and the A self-energyis
definedby

XA(E) = rxjv+AG.N(E)~&@/(E) . (9)

In the work of Ref!, we did not start with a hadron structureczdculation.
Therefore the bare mass of the A and the bare vertex interactionsrA*. of
the effective Hamiltonianare treated phenomenologically. Our fist task was
to determinethe parametersof the hadronic part of the effectiveHam.ih%nian
Eq.(1) by fitting the TN phaseshifts. Our resultswerepresentedand discussed
in Ref!. For this talk, it is only necessaty to emphasiie that the resultingbare
massof the A is N 1300MeV which is considerably higher than the resonance
position 1236 MeV of the TN cross section data. Furthermore,the resulting
N + TN and A + TN form factors are vw soft with an about 650 MeV
cutoff for a dipole parameterization.

We now turn to discussingour results of pion photoproduction. With the
verticesassociated with n and p mesons determined by the TN scattering,the
effectiveHamiitonianEq.(1) stiI1has unknown parametersassociatedwith the
u mesonand the ~N + A vertex. We assumethat the tensorcoupling ICWNN=
Oand the rJJNNform factor is identical to the pNN form factor. The coupling
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constantgWNNis not well determinedin the literatureand is thereforetreated
asa five parameter. Thus, our investigationof pion photoproduction has three
adjustableparameters: GM(0) and GE(0) of the bare A + ~N vertex, and the
muphg cotiant gWNNof u exchange. With GM(0) = 1.85,GE(0) = +0.025
and gWNN= 10.5, we llnd that all of the availableTN + rN data can be
reproduced very well, as illustratedin Flg.1 for the LEGS data?”.
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Fig.1 The calculated &/d&l and ~ = dU1l/&L of the yp +. Top reactions
are compared with the data?.

We also fid that the data can be fitted equally well with GM(0) = 1.95,
GE(0) = – .025 and gWNN= 7.0.

We now focus on the theoretical interpretationsof the A i+ TN vertex.
The dressed A + TN vertex, defined by Eq. (8), is a complex number. By
makingthe usualpartial-wavedecomposition, its magnetic Ml and electricE2
components can be written as r(a) = Ir(a)]ei’$faj with a = Ml+, El+. The
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predicted dressed vertex functions r(a) are displayed in Fig. 2. We see that
theirmagnitudes 11’(a)]are very differentfrom the correspondingvaluesof the
bare A i+ ~N vertex. The differencesare due to the very large contributionof
the nonresonantreaction mechanismdescribed by the second term of Eq. (8).

Our results in Fig.2 indicati that it could be misleading in mmparing

the branching ratios predicted by the constituent quark models7*8*9with the
values extracted from the empiricaI amplitude analyses. In those analyses,
the TN final-state interactions and the intrinsic quark excitations are both
includedin the extracted resonantamplitudes. This can be seenby comparing
the predicted helicity amplitudes with the values listed by the Particle Data
Group(PDG~7. We show in R.@ that our bare values are close to the con-
stituent quark model predictiom$e, and the dressed values are close to the
values of PD@7. This suggests that the large difkrences between the con-
stituent quark model predictions and the PDG values are due to the nonres-
onant meson-exchange production mechanisms. Siar considerationsmust
be taken into account in comparing the PDG values with the predictions of
other hadron structure calculations and in investigatingthe higher mass N*
resonanceparameters.
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Fig.2 The dressedvertex F~~+A and the bare %+A are compared.
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The dynamical model of Ref$ has been extended to make predictions for
N(e, e’7r) reactions. Here we focus on the results relevantto several experi-
mentsbeing conducted at MIT-Bates. As a first step to help the experimental
efTortsin the past few years, we had made predictionsbased on the simplest
assumptionthat the electromagneticform factors for the @J + A transition
are taken to be G~(#) = G~(0)@E(#) ~d GE(d = GE(W%C?)> whffe
@E(#) = 1/(1 –#/A2)2 with A2 = 0.71 (GeV/c)2 is the wellmeasuredproton
form fhctor.. The chargecomponent Gc(q2) of the TN + A form factor is cal-
culated from GM(q2) and GE(q2) using the long wavelengthapproximation.
lh Fig.3, we see that our predictions are in good agreementwith the avail-
able data. The comparison of our predictions of AtI = [cb(@ = 0°) - da(d =
18@]/[&(# = O)+da(# = 18@)] with the most recentdata?8from MIT-Bates
are shown in Fig.4. Here we see some significantdeviationswith the data at
W = 1236 MeV. This could be mainly due to our use of the very naive form
factors for the ~N + A transition.

Q2 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 Q*= 0.45 (GeV/c)2
40 I I I 1 1 I I I 1
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Fig.3 The predicted differentialcross sections of p(e, e’n”) reactions are
compared with the data.
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3 Chid Constituent Quark Model Calculations

Encouragedby the resultsof Ref3, as briefly described above, we have started
to apply our dynamical approach to test various constituent quark models
in conduction with the new experimentsbeing conducted at MIT-Bates and
JefferaanLaboratory. In this talk, I will btiefly describe our approach and
presentsome prebinary resultsfor the A excitation. Our compelete reeults
will be published elsewherd.
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Fig.4 The predicted A:t are compared with the recent data?8from MIT-Bates.
It is now well recognized that the chiral constituent quark model can be

qualitativelyrelated to QCD. HereI just mention the essentialstepsin reach-
ing this conclusion. Because the massesof up, down, and strange quarksare
small compared with the typicel hadron scale about 1 GeV, the QCD is ap-
proximately invariantunder [SU(3)]L x [SZ7(3)]~ chid symmetry. Since the
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parity-doubling spectra are not observed experimentally,this symmetry must
be broken spontaneously.The hadron structure can then be describedequiva-
lently by an effective lagrangianfor constituent quarksinteractingwith octect
mesons. It must also include a part containing all complicationsdue to gluons.
In the low energy region, one can integrateout the short-rangeor high momen-
tum dynamics and obtain a Harnikmian with interactionsbetweenconstituent
quarksdue to the tow-order gluon-exchange and boson-exchauge mechanisms.
The forms of these interactionsand the relative importance between them are
not known and can only be determinedphenomenologically.

The above rationaleis furthersupported by a recentLatticeQCD calculatio~o.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that a Hamilton& for relating the TN
and ~N reactions to the quark-substructureof N and A is of the following
form

[
)()]H = HB + ~ (h.B,B# +- ~B,BI + h.c. , (lo)

B,#t

where B and B’ are the eigenstatesof an one-baryon HamiltonianHB. In the
simplestnonrelativisticmodel, it is de6ned by

“’?(mq+a+v+~-f,(11)

where~~~~ = ~i>j a~rij is the usuallinearconfinementpotential. The quark-
quark residual interaction V is due to the exchange of Goklstone bosons and
gluons. The vertex interactions in Eq.(10) are calculated from the baryon
wavefimctionsand qusrk operators

fB,.BI = (B1 ~ fnq,q(i)lB’) , (12)
i

fB,7BI = (B1 ~f7q,q(i)lB’) . (13)

In the simplestnonrelativisticmodel, th’eabove quark-mesonand quark-photon
interactionsare defined by the following matrix elements

where e~(~) is the photon polarization vector, and

‘h(iUi -[F–‘: ‘‘“q”‘‘i)=&m ‘“
%#@i+#f)])

,
6@i–~i+lt). (15)
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Within the dynamical approach of Ref3, the verticesdefied by Eqs. (12)-
(15) for B= A and B’ = N are identifiedwith the verticesrA,~N and rA,xN

of the bare vertices in Eq.(1). Accordingly the A mass generated born the
model Eq. (11) must be identified with the mass 1300 MeV of the bare A of
Eq.(1). To see whether this connection between the dynamical approach and
the chid constituent quark rnodeJcan be established, we need to define the
residualinteractionV between constituent quarks.

To make the contact with the previous works, we assume that the inter-
actions between constituent quarks can be written as

I

v=fG Voge + fM Vome s (16)

where the one-gluon-exchange(oge) potential in momentum space is

& are the color SU(3) generators. Consideringonly the u and d quarks, the
one-meson-exchange(ome) potential is then only due to the exchange of pion
and eta mesons

vO?nl?= V:me+ V:me, (18)

where

&d

Both the oge and ome potentials are regularizedby a form factor of the form
Z(g’) = (A~/(q’ + A;)). This regukrization is needed to remove the singular
Mimction interaction terms from the potentials. To reduce the number of
parameters,we fkrther assume that the coupling constant f..~~ can be fied
by the TNN coupliig constant in the simple (0s)3 harmonic oscillator model
of nucleon. The f~~~ coupling constant is then fixed by the SU(3) relation

fwq= ~fxw?.
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Whh the above formulation, we can investigate whether the rN and TN
reactionscan distinguishthree possible constituent quarkmodels. For jc = 1
and f~ = O, the above equations define the traditional constituent quark
model. For ~G = O and ~~ = 1 we have an one-meson-exchangemodel that
is similar,but not identicid, to the form proposed by Glozman and Rir&#.
The model with ~G = ~~ = 1 contains both the boson-exchange and gluon-
exchange interactionsbetween constituent quarks. Such a model is similarto
that consideredin Ref~3.

In the ~~ = ~C = 1 model(ogme), there are 6 parameters mq for the
quarkmass,CYCfor the linearconfinementpotential, as and A9 for the strength
and cutoff of the gluon-exchange potential, and the cutoff A = Ax = An for
the onemeson-exchange potential. Obviously, the one-gluon+xchange(We)
model with (~G = 1, fM = O) and the one-meson-exchange(ome) model with
(~c = O,\J.f= 1) have fewer parameters.

To be consistent with the dynamical model of Ref~, the parameters of
each considered model must be chosen to reproduce (1) mA – miV = (1300
-938.5 )MeV, (2) GM(O) -J 2.0, GE(0) N +0.025, (3) the magnetic moment

PPof the Proton~(4) the pro~n ~ge r~US K T >PN 0“8 fmj (5) tie fOrM
factors .fXN,A(k) and jrN,N(k) with a cutoff of about 650 MeV/c in dipole
form. By using the variationalmethod developed in R&g, we solve the three-
body bound stateproblem by diagonaliziig the model Hamiltonian,definedby
Eqs.(11) and (16), in the space spanned by the harmonic oscillator wavefhnc-
tions. The convergent solutionsare obtained when up to about N=9 orbitals
are included. As a checkof our calculation, we are able to reproduce the results
of Glozman, Rapp and Plessad2if their short-range form of Goldstone boson
exchange potential is used in our calculation.

We first adjust the parameters to fit the data (l)-(3) listed above. It
turnsout that all of the possible consitutent quark models fitted to these data
yield a proton radius of only about 0.4 fin. Consequently,the predicted TNN
and rNA form factors are too hard in comparison with that of Ref!. It is
not clear how to remove this difficulty. One obvious possibtity is to carry
out a relativisticcalculation and to consider interactionsbetween constituent
quarksdue to higher-ordergluon-exchange and boson-exchange. Nevertheless,
our resultsso far at leasthave demonstratedthat the TN and TN reactions can
be usefulin distinguishingthe threeconsidered constituentquarkmodels, since
their predicted form factors have significant differences. This is illustrated in
Fig.5 for the A + 7N form factors.

Clearly,much have to be done before we can use the N(e, e’n) data, like
the data of At/ shown in Fig.4, to distinguishdifkrent constituentquark mod-
els. This is the focus of our current efIort in order h make more realistic
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predictions for the on-going 00PS measurementsat MIT-Bates and possible
future experimentsusingBLAST. Such an e.flortis also needed to confront the
new data at high Q2 fkomJeffersonLaboratory. This theory-experimentjoint
tiort is needed to give a cruaal test of the constituent quark model and its
dynamical content.
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Fig.5 The predicted GM, GE, and Gc form factors for the A + TN
transition. The solid, dotted and dashed curves are respectivelyhorn the oge,

ome, and ogrne models. See text for the definitionsof these models.

4 Study of the NA interactions with d(e, e%) reactions

I now turn to pointing out one possible way of using the results from the
N(e, e’n) study described above to extract an interestingand important new
physics from future experiments. We first note that a dynamical approach
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based on a Harniltoniandefhed by Eq.(1) will allow us to predict the electro-
production of pion on an off – sheU nucleon tilde a nucleus. Second, the
constructed chid constituent quark model defined by Eqs.(10)-(15) can be
used to predict all pion and photon form factors associated with the A and
higher mass N* states. Let us focus on the A state which can be studied at
MIT-Bates. The predicted A # mA form factor is of particular importance
sinceit determinesthe long-rangepart of the NA and AA interactionswhich
are crucial in understandingthe properties of A–rich systemscreated in rel-
ativistic heavy-ion collisions; a subject of current interest. Obviously, these
two interactionshave short-rangemeclmnismswhich must also be determined
to make progres. Here I would like to demonstrate that this part of the
interactioncan be probed by using d(e, e’x) reactions.

Assuming that the NA interaction is due to the one-pion-exchange, the
leadingamplitudesfor the ~“d + TNN reaction are illustratedin Fig.6. With
the well developed meson-exchangemodef” for NN scattering up to 1 GeV
snd the dynamical model described above, the amplitudes of Fig.6 can be
computed with no adjustableparameters.

ANL-P-22384

“*,

(4 0) (c) (d)

Fig.6 Graphical representationsof the leading amplitudes of ~“d + rNN
reaction.

We have performed someprelimhary calculationsto explore whichobserv-
able of the d(e, e’r) reaction are most sensitive to the NA interaction”term
Fig.6d. We fist find that the predicted cross sections are in good agreement
with the old data from %.&y. The NA interaction(Fig.6d) howeveronly gives
smalleffects. We have found that it is necessaryto have data from experiments
with polarized deuteron targetsand/or polarized incident electrons. This is il-
lustratedin Fig.7 for the kinematicsthat is accessibleto MIT-Bates. It is clear
born Fig.7 that the polarization observable can be used to test the extent to
which the NA interaction is determinedby the one-pion-exchange mechanism
predicted by the chid constituent quark model. Any deviations with the fu-
ture data will give us some informationabout the short-rangeparts of the NA
interactions. One can then, for example, test the NA interactionspredicted
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(Fig.8d) is turned off.
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by the resonating group calculations based on the chid constituent quark
model defined by Eq.(11). One can also test some phenomenological NA in-
teraction modek that were constructed in the study of r-nucleus reactions.
Our objective is to obtain a reliable model of NA interactions which can be
used to determine the A components in nuclei and the properties of A-rich
systemscreated in relativisticheavy-ion collMons.

5 summary

We have reviewed the development of a dynamical approach for investigating
the photoproduction and electroproduction of pions on the nucleon. Our cur-
rent focus is on the test of the chid constituent quark model which can be
related to QCD. With such a hadron model, all pion and photon form fac-
tors associatedwith the A and higher mass N“ states can be predicted. With
this theoreticalinput, we have demonstratedthat the polarization observable
of d(e, e’r) reactions can be used to determine a reliable model of NA in-
teractionsfor investigatingthe A components in nuclei and the propertiesof
A-rich systemscreated in relativisticheavy-ion collkions. The BLAST being
constructedat MIT-Bates can make important contributions in this direction.

This workis supported by the U.S. Departmentof Energy,NuclearPhysics
Division, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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